Piecewise-Planar StereoScan: Sequential Structure and Motion Using Plane Primitives.
The article describes a pipeline that receives as input a sequence of stereo images, and outputs the camera motion and a Piecewise-Planar Reconstruction (PPR) of the scene. The pipeline, named Piecewise-Planar StereoScan (PPSS), works as follows: the planes in the scene are detected for each stereo view using semi-dense depth estimation; the relative pose is computed by a new closed-form minimal algorithm that only uses point correspondences whenever plane detections do not fully constrain the motion; the camera motion and the PPR are jointly refined by alternating between discrete optimization and continuous bundle adjustment; and, finally, the detected 3D planes are segmented in images using a new framework that handles low texture and visibility issues. PPSS is extensively validated in indoor and outdoor datasets, and benchmarked against two popular point-based SfM pipelines. The experiments confirm that plane-based visual odometry is resilient to situations of small image overlap, poor texture, specularity, and perceptual aliasing where the fast LIBVISO2 [1] pipeline fails. The comparison against VisualSfM+CMVS/PMVS [2] , [3] shows that, for a similar computational complexity, PPSS is more accurate and provides much more compelling and visually pleasant 3D models. These results strongly suggest that plane primitives are an advantageous alternative to point correspondences for applications of SfM and 3D reconstruction in man-made environments.